
HOW TO WRITE A PERSONAL STATEMENT FOR NURSING JOB

Your personal statement could be the difference between getting your first Nursing Job and just missing out, so make
sure yours is as good as it.

Children's Nursing Personal Statement Nursing is a very challenging and demanding career that can also be
both rewarding and interesting; and has been my passion since I was a child. All Rights Reserved. Correct
spelling and grammar is absolutely vital. Adult Nursing Personal Statement A personal statement applying for
Adult Nursing, covering why they want to become a nurse and their work experience with children and the
elderly. The care my family received in the high dependency unit when my 8-week-old son fell ill really
touched my heart and gave me a massive insight into their roles and responsibilities Multi-professional
working: being able to work well with different people and showing ability to construct a good professional
relationship. When there is a required word count limit or character, you need to be judicious in writing and
make sure that each word counts. Maximize the space allotted to compel and dazzle the admission committee
with your own unique story. Adult Nursing Personal Statement My desire to take a course in adult nursing was
established after my first work placement at a nursing home where I later acquired a paid job as a Domestic
Care Assistant. Writing your personal statement Nursing Times Jobs Published: 25 Feb Nursing jobs, like
many others, may require a personal statement when applying. You need to stay away from tired or repeated
statements. Newsletter Signup Sign up for our email newsletters Site Links. I had to organise pre-operative
care, ensuring that patients were prepared for theatre. To look at how to sharpen your CV for your job search,
check out a blog I wrote on how to build your nursing CV. Even very similar roles might have slightly
different criteria for different employers, so its worth checking that your statement is relevant for each job you
are applying for. Nursing Jobs. You might want also to write about your knowledge in the field. Looking for a
new career? Do not include any subjects: There are things that should not be included in a personal statement.
Check it all Is your spelling all correct? I am a confident student willing to provide the university with good
communication skills, supporting others, and being able to interact closely with them Do you meet the
requirements? Nevertheless, being driven by a desire to help others who are suffering is certainly an essential
pre-requisite, and it is something that is perhaps my defining quality. Do Be organised. You can also check out
our expert guide on how to write a personal statement for useful information. You need to let them know how
well you match it. After you place an order you might get a call from one of the Support agents to confirm the
details. Draft everything together Once you have a rough idea of everything you want to include, get it down
on paper. We are interested in what you have to say - not Florence Nightingale Don't list your interests,
demonstrate them.


